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at level 8. Merchandise Merchandise based on the anime and manga series is distributed by Bandai Japan. Some of these items
are exclusive to J.C.Staff. A series of three Sega CD video games were developed by AQ Interactive and published by Sega in
1997. Another anime-related videogame, based on anime director Yoshiyuki Tomino's earlier work anime, Terraformars (an
English title for Hekirankyu no Terasawa), was developed by AQ Interactive, also published by Sega in 1997. A book titled
"Alien Planets", written by Tomino, was published by Shueisha in 1997. The book contains production stills of the character
designs and storyboards of the anime, as well as promotional flyers and production stills for the 1995 movie. References Further
reading External links Official anime website Category:1996 manga Category:1996 anime television series Category:1997
anime television series Category:Bandai Entertainment anime titles Category:Comedy anime and manga Category:Films
directed by Yoshiyuki Tomino Category:Science fiction anime and manga Category:Seinen manga Category:Shōnen manga
Category:TV Tokyo shows Category:TV Asahi shows Category:Tatsunoko Production Category:TV Tokyo manga
Category:Yoshiyuki Tomino Category:Works set on fictional planets Category:Fiction about shapeshifting Category:Cultural
depictions of William Shakespeare Category:Cultural depictions of Leonardo da Vinci Category:Cultural depictions of Johnny
CarsonPhosphorylation of the 5'-terminal nucleotide of ribosomal RNA by the 2-component, ATP-dependent 5' adenylationaddition system of Escherichia coli ribosome. A system for phosphorylating 5'-terminal nucleotides of ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
has been reconstituted in vitro. The system is a 2-component, ATP-dependent 5' adenylation-addition system which is
functionally similar to the previously described 5'-adenylation-addition system. The 5' phosphorylation of the rRNA is not
dependent on the ribosome but is carried out by a 5'-adenylation-addition complex composed of ATP-dependent RNA ligase
(EC 2.7.7.27 82157476af
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